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I Recognize the basic knowledge oforganic reaction mechanism of substitution and

elimination (Snl, Sn2, El, E2, Elcb) 
@

2 Apply the reaction mechanisms producing the basic principles which

chemical reactivity in organic chemistry ,^,,$
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Module Title: Mechanisms of organic reaclions

Module lD: CHM427

Prerequisite (Co-requisite) : Stereochemistry, CHM325

Co-requisite:

course Level: Eighth Level
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Credit Hours:

This course analyses in detail the mechanisms oforganic reactions. Tools for rationalizing and

predicting the reactivity of molecules will be explained, including kinetic isotope effects,

Hammett correlations, Bronsted acid/base catalysis, isotopic labeling. These tools will be used to

analfze the mechanisms ofseveral important reactions and processes that form the core of org{rnic

chemistry, including addition, elimination and substitution reactions, isomerization and

rearrangement reactions and thermal pericyclic reactions as well as radical reaction
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, Understand the fundamentals ofreaction kinetics and be able to apply to the

determination of reaction mechanism.

3

4 Draw products and reaction mechanisms for many reactions including ,aliphatic,
aromatic compounds, carbonyl-containing compounds.
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U n successful of this cou the student will be able to :

I Recognize the different methods for identification the organic reaction mechanism.

2I describe mechanisms of reactions: free radical, nucleophllic substitution, elimination and

electrophilic addition

J3 Write reaction mechanisms equations of (5n1, Sn2, E1, E2, Elcb).draw mechanisms for

complex reactions, to predict reactivity, to appreciate how orbital interactions affect

structure and reactivity. Students will be able to propose more complex syntheses

44 Apply this knowledge to predict the maior product in organic reactions, such as those

involving hydrocarbons, alcohols, alkyl halides, and alkenes

5Analyze the nature of a reagent: as a nucleophile, free radica

knowledge to propose the synthesis of organic compounds, such as a hydrocarbons, alkyl

halides, alcohols, or alkenes

l, or electrophile and use this5

66 Propose reaction mechanisms usinB the tools of mechanistic organ

Bronsted and Hammett relationships, kinetic isotope effects, isotope labeling, solvent effects,

rate equations

ic chemistry, including

7 Solving some of the exercises in groups

8
8 Communicate effectively in oral and written form.

9 Use the web chemicaldata base and chemical programs
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6 3 Elimination reactions and the factors that affect them
4 2 Addition reactions on the double bond (carbon-carbon).
4 2 Addition reactions on carbonyl group
2 I Rearangement reactions
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' course Information should be filled in Atabic and English. other intormation should be filled

teaching language at the colleSe,
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